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Overview

 What is quality?
 Why is it important?
 Can we measure it?
 How do we achieve “good quality”?

Riverblade - Background
 Founded in July 2004
 First product (“Visual Lint”) to beta May 2005
 “PC-lint C++ code analysis in Visual Studio”
 v1.0 released November 2005
 Very simple C++ codebase, supporting Visual Studio + PC-lint only
 49 kLOC in 2 projects with an average cyclomatic complexity of 2.84 and
depth of 1.65
 Now at v3.5
 Multiple analysis tools (C/C++, C#, Java) in both Visual Studio and
Eclipse (+ derivatives such as AVR Studio 5 and CodeWarrior 10)
 338 kLOC in 43 projects with an average cyclomatic complexity of 2.46
and depth of 1.59
 Visual Lint 3.5 is much bigger, but less complex than Visual Lint 1.0

What is Quality, anyway?
 A measure of “good stuff”
 Highly subjective

 Two obvious types for an ISV:
 Externally visible (e.g. Functional, Support)
 Internally visible (e.g. Code Quality, Known Bug Count)

External perceptions of Quality
 Does the software work as expected?
 Is the software stable?

 Is the software intuitive and unintrusive to use?
 Do bugs get fixed quickly and accurately?
 Is the software evolving naturally?

 Is the support responsive and effective?
 Price?

Customer Interactions
 The “front line” of your business relationship
 Customers can’t generally see your code, so their

impression of quality will be based on how you
interact with them
 Get it right, and you will gain advocates in the
marketplace
 Get it wrong, and you will likely gain enemies

Internal perceptions of Quality
 Is the software robust?
 Adding new stuff is easy
 Maintenance is not a drag
 Minimal resources required

 Is the software brittle?
 Adding new things is hard
 Maintenance is horrible
 The infamous “Big Ball of Mud”


(or the Goodliffe “Messy Metropolis”)

 An expensive waste of your time

Does it matter that much?
 Undoubtedly, YES!
 Quality can either work for you, or against you
 The more time you spend firefighting, the less you
spend doing useful work
 Why make life difficult for yourself?
 Quality is not free
 You have to work at it, but not as hard as you might
think
 Small changes can yield big results
 Ultimately you have to strike the right balance

between investing time now, or putting out fires later

How do we achieve “Good Quality”?
 First and most importantly, it’s a mindset:
 Be self critical rather than defensive
 Be open to measured change rather than resistant
 Be responsive rather than officious or dismissive
 Be continuously learning and interacting with peers


Books, blogs, mailing lists, forums, conferences etc.

 Be open to new ideas rather than automatically sticking

with what you know


...but don’t reinvent the wheel for the sake of it!

Can we measure Quality?
 Not directly
 Quality is multifaceted and subjective
 However, you can “feel the pulse”
 In the customer realm, feedback and reviews will tell
you if you have it, and where you need to improve
 In the technical realm, there are “Quality Indicators”
you can measure fairly easily

Measuring Code Quality?

Thom Holwerda
http://www.osnews.com
/story/19266/WTFs_m

Code Smells
 Can indicate a lack of quality, e.g.:
 Overcomplex design and/or implementation
 Long methods
 Too many dependencies
 Too much coupling
 Inappropriate use of design patterns


“Forgive me father, for I have Singletoned”

 Lack of thread safety
 Violates Single Responsibility Principle etc.

 How can we recover?
 Evolve the way we do things:




Code review/analysis
Controlled refactoring
Unit tests (=> Test Driven Development)

Developmentologies
 µISVs are time poor
 “Big Co.” ways of doing things are not appropriate and will fail
 Lightweight and adaptive processes work better
 Be agile
 Learn about agile/lean software development & cherry-pick
the bits that work for you
 Develop a structured way to develop, release, maintain and
support your software
 Write automated tests
 Time spent writing tests is time not spent in the debugger
 Analyse your code
 Lightweight code metrics and static/dynamic analysis
 Events such as the ACCU Conference are a great way of

learning about all of this

Are there any tools for this?

Tools which can help (if you let them)
 Too many to mention, but fall into several categories:
 Collaboration/Review (e.g. CodeCollaborator)


most designed for teams so probably not that useful for a µISV

 Bug tracking/Backlog (e.g. TodoList, TRAC, Agilefant)
 Automated testing (e.g. Googletest, NUnit)
 Continuous integration (e.g. CruiseControl.NET)

 Metrics (e.g. SourceMonitor)
 Static analysis (e.g. PC-lint, CppCheck, FindBugs)
 Dynamic analysis (e.g. Memory Validator)

 Some are expensive, but many are free

Code Metrics Tools
 Analyse a codebase to measure metrics such as:
 Line count (yawn!)
 Statement count
 % comments
 Branch depth
 Cyclomatic complexity
 No. of classes
 No of functions/class
 ...and lots more
 Ideally suited to running on the build server
 Metrics such as cyclomatic complexity are key quality

indicators

Free Code Metrics - SourceMonitor

http://www.campwoodsw.com/sourcemonitor.htm

Static Analysis Tools
 Analyse a codebase by parsing the code
 Capable of detecting things like:
 Uninitialised variables
 Buffer overflows and other security issues
 Unguarded or dangling pointers (crashes in waiting)
 Scoping errors
 Threading issues (missing locks, race conditions etc.)
 ...and lots more
 Can identify bugs directly if used appropriately
 Ideally suited to running on the build server

Static Analysis - example results

Free Static Analysis – CppCheck

Dynamic Analysis
 Analyse application behaviour by measuring it at






runtime
Ideally suited to tracking down memory/thread issues.
Can only test code which is executed
Well suited to diagnostic (e.g. “where is that handle leak
coming from?”) scenarios
Instrumented builds run slower than non-instrumented
builds

Making code quality work for YOU
 Develop code in a way which promotes rapid delivery
 Controlled iterations/sprints
 Separate development and release branches





Isolates breaking changes in development
Good merge and source control tools are essential
Be methodical when checking in changes (e.g. single issue check-ins)

 Critically evaluate your code
 Identify areas that need refactoring from complexity metrics or review
 If the code becomes more complex between builds, you may be on the
road to the “Big Ball of Mud” => Refactor
 Analyse code regularly and routinely
 Can eliminate avoidable failures like uninitialised variables, dangling
pointers etc.
 Run unit tests automatically when you build the software
 Continuous integration servers can do this automatically for you!


=> Unit tests should execute quickly

Wrap-up – Optimising for Quality
 Respect your customers, even when they are unhelpful or

annoying

 Respond promptly and constructively
 Don’t “fire and forget”

 Evolve the way you do things continuously
 Keep learning, read blogs/books and interact with other devs
 Be alert for “smells” in your code
 Use metrics, static analysis and refactoring effectively
 Follow platform guidelines and code for the future, not the
past
 Use your time where it will really pay off
 Automate licence generation, tests, builds, analysis etc.

Any (more) questions?


A few links:
 http:// www.accu.org/conference
 http:// www.accu.org/index.php/mailinglists
 http:// www.agilemanifesto.org
 http://code.google.com/p/googletest/
 http:// www.campwoodsw.com/sourcemonitor.html
 http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/cppcheck
 http://www.gimpel.com
 http:// www.findbugs.org
 http:// www.softwareverify.com



A few books:
 97 Things Every Programmer Should Know – Kevlin Henney et all
 Code Craft – Pete Goodliffe
 Unit Test Frameworks - Peter Hamill
 Refactoring – Martin Fowler
 Working Effectively with Legacy Code – Michael Feathers
 Refactoring to Patterns – Robert C Martin
 Effective C++ - Scott Meyers
 500 Beers – Zak Avery

